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Objectives:
Statistics on the low rates of college success and under-employment for individuals diagnosed on the
spectrum are staggering. Developing programs that individualize supports for students are essential for
successful transitions. This workshop will explore components of successful transition planning starting
at 14 years of age under IDEA, continuing through the college years with ADA accommodations, and
preparing graduates for success in vocational settings in the workplace. Ruttenberg Autism Center and
Drexel’s DASP program have supported such success, and will discuss with students how these
supports have promoted their own educational and vocational trajectories toward a more successful
future.
Describe components of transition planning that predict success in college and work settings.
Identify how colleges can successfully assist neurodiverse students to overcome challenges.
Summarize how a local university and service provider are collaborating to address the increasing
need for autism accommodations in higher education, leading to success in the workplace.

Your Questions….Answered!
o On the index card, please write a question you would like answered in
this presentation
o We will incorporate those answers as we talk!

What is Neurodiversity?
- Definition
- Neurodiversity is a concept where neurological differences are
recognized and respected just as any other difference. These
differences can include those labeled with Dyspraxia, Dyslexia,
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Dyscalculia, Autistic
Spectrum, Tourette Syndrome, and others.
From: https://neurodiversitysymposium.wordpress.com/what-is-neurodiversity/

Autism Initiatives at Drexel University

Transition Pathways: Project SEARCH
Project SEARCH is a one-year, school-to-work program for young
people with autism and/or intellectual disability.
• Goal of competitive employment
• Total workplace immersion
• Internship rotations for career exploration and job skills acquisition
• Customized job-search assistance
• Business Advisory Council to assist with job development

Drexel Autism Support Program (DASP)
o In Student Life
o Peer Mentors
o Collaboration with AJ Drexel Autism Institute, Steinbright, etc.
o Summer Program with Dragon Scholars
o Coaching
o Workshops and Events
o Connection to Campus Resources
o Neurodragons

DASP findings

DASP findings

DASP findings

DASP findings

DASP findings

Challenging Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-step directions & activities
Following verbal directions
Communicating wants and needs
Tolerating changes in routine
Highly stimulating environments
Transitioning between activities

Strategies for Success
• Be patient and calm
• Be flexible with your communication
• Ask yourself: Can I say this differently?
• Reduce sensory distractions
• Use clear, visual cues
• For some, we may need to break this task into small pieces

Differences between high school and college
• IDEA
• ADA
• Supports provided in high school vs. college

Issues that may arise
•
•
•
•
•

When students don’t disclose
Stalking
Hyperfocused on own interests
Asking too many questions in class
Case Studies

Case Study

Samir On move-in day, you are approached by a mother who asks to speak with you privately about her son. She explains to you that her son,
Samir, has Asperger’s Syndrome. And no matter how much his parents protest, Samir refuses to tell anyone at the college about the condition.
She explained, “When I called the disability services office on campus, they told me that they couldn’t talk to me about Samir unless he gave
his consent. The office said they would be happy to provide appropriate accommodations, but that they needed him to come into the office,
request the support, and provide the necessary documentation.” With an exasperated look on her face, she groans “but he’s so stubborn he
won’t do it.” She continues by expressing her concern about Samir living away from home, and with a roommate less. The family lives only

45 minutes away and wanted him to commute his freshman year, but he wanted the ‘real college experience.’ This will be
Samir’s first experience living away from home. The mom then runs through a rapid-fire list of things she’s worried about… 
he’ll forget to shower (unless its written on his schedule),  he won’t eat at the buffet dining hall (because he doesn’t like it
when other people touch his food),  he’ll wear the same clothes all the time (because he won’t know how the washing
machines work),  he will miss classes (because he’ll forget to set his alarm),  he’ll won’t be able to sleep (because of the
buzz from fluorescent lights) When she sees her son and husband reemerge from the residence hall, she hastily hands you
her business card and asks you to look out for Samir and give her a call if anything comes up. You take a moment to watch
the family interact as they move stuff from the car into the building. The man you presume to be Samir’s father seems
focused on carrying things inside. The mom helps too, but spends as much time watching Samir as she does transporting
items. Samir, so far as you can tell, looks like a typical college freshman… full of nervous energy, a little shy, eager to move in,
and mildly embarrassed by his parents. You wonder why the mom is so worried. With hundreds (maybe thousands?) of new
students moving in this weekend, it is only a few minutes before someone else comes up to you and asks for your help
finding a nearby building. You quickly put the mom’s card into your wallet and wonder “What am I supposed to do with this?”

Vocational Skills Workshop… Purpose
Identify the importance of
employability, transition
success, and
social/vocational skills
Develop peer (social) and
professional (vocational)
social skills
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Vocational Skills Workshop… Results
The Social Responsiveness Scale, second edition (SRS-2) was completed by Drexel COOP
Vocational Skills Workshop (four 1-hour sessions) participants with Dr. Eric Mitchell.

SRS-2 Scale
SRS-2 Total Score
Social Awareness
Social Cognition
Social Communication
Social Motivation
Rest. Int. & Rep. Beh.
DSM-5 Compatible Subscales:
Social Comm. & Interaction
Rest. Int. & Rep. Beh.

•
•
•
•
•
•

T-Score Averages
Pre
Post
64.5
61.5
56.5
54.5
58
56.5
58.5
58.5
71.5
68
70.5
62.5

+/-3
-2
-1.5
0
3.5
-8

62
70.5

-1
-8

61
62.5

Pre-Workshop and Post-Workshop Average T-Scores
75

70

65

60

55

50

Average self-reported Total scores from the beginning to the end of the workshop decreased
in severity by 3 points (30% of a standard deviation)
All subscales decreased aside from Social Communication, which remained unchanged
The largest decrease was found in Restricted Interests and Repetitive Behavior, which
decreased in severity by 8 points (80% of a standard deviation)
Conclusions should be cautioned given the small sample size and the threats to validity
inherent in pretest-posttest designs
Initial results are encouraging for the efficacy of the COOP Vocational Skills Workshop
Future directions may include replication of the workshop with a larger population
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Pre-Workshop

Post-Workshop

Theoretical Foundations:
Urie Bronfenbrenner: Ecological Systems Theory
Margaret Beale-Spencer’s PVEST Model: Phenomenological
Variant of Ecological Systems Theory
Social Thinking, Michelle Garcia-Winner
PEERS
RAC/CFA Social Competency
Life Domain Circles (Mitchell)
– 3-D model of connections across life domains: social, romantic,
familial, vocational, educational, spiritual, and recreational
– Social (Vocational, etc.) Capital (Stevenson, Mitchell)
Quantifiable: 1-5 points per interaction
Adds up, but can be lost or depreciate
High capital increases opportunities
Capital may be “cashed in”, and can create more capital!
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Social Circles:
Outer circle… Acquaintances:
–
–
–
–

Maintenance schedule: connect roughly 1x/month
Relatively unlimited number of people, online and in-person
Very effective for bringing opportunities from 1 degree of separation
“I know a guy who knows a guy”

Middle circle… Friends:
– Maintenance schedule: connect roughly 1x/week
– Ideally 6-10 friends
– Great for social events and meeting needs that might come up somewhat regularly

Inner circle… Core friends:
–
–
–
–

Maintenance schedule: connect roughly 1x/day
Ideally 2-5 friends
These are the people who know you the best
They can help support you through most needs
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Other Life Domains:
Acquaintance circle is in common between domains
Overlap and the balance between blending domains versus keeping boundaries
Different domains work differently (i.e., romantic)
DOMAIN/CIRCLE Outer (monthly)

Middle (weekly)

Inner (daily)

Social

Acquaintances

Friends

Core freinds

Romantic

Acquaintances

Possible dates

Partner

Familial

Acquaintances

Extended family

Nuclear family

Vocational

Acquaintances

Colleagues

Co-workers

Educational

Acquaintances

Classmates

Study buddies

Spiritual

Acquaintances

Congregation

Committee

Recreational

Acquaintances

Team/Group

Practice partners
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The Nature of Circles:
Lifelong connections can migrate into center of cube after
solidified (around 500-1000 capital)
Circles are flexible and change over time
It’s okay for people to move out of circles and perhaps
come back in someday
You have partial control to promote/demote people by
adjusting FID (frequency, intensity, duration) of
interactions, with mutual agreement
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Making Changes in Circles:
Identify one person at a time to focus upon (circle the person)
Choose whom you would like to move into a closer circle (draw
arrow inward)
Brainstorm/discover topics that might interest that person
Choose topics which might hold common interest between you and
that person
Rehearse a conversation about that topic in your mind, with a
trusted wing-person, into a mirror, or into a video camera
Identify times when a conversation with that person could be
feasible, or perhaps determine an established electronic format
Employ 3 x 3 Matrix
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Social Shapes:
Resembles a football playbook, but social in nature
Identify lines, triangles, squares, circles
Look for closed shapes versus open shapes
Also identify solitary people, and look at the body language to determine in an approach is possible
Identify the positioning of people and where an opening may be to complete a shape
Listen/watch to observe the topic of the group
Determine if you’d like to join and what you might be able to share
Have a place to go pre-established for easy escape
Once in the group, pick up nonverbal signs that the shape is shifting
Determine if you’d like to open the shape (with nonverbal permission of others), leave, or stay
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Preparing for Conversations
3x3 Conversation Matrix: Used for starting conversations… PREPARE:
– A reason for beginning (a topic or a “safe” compliment)
– A reason for ending (i.e. getting back to work, getting a drink, checking on something)
– Pre-establish 3 topics (topics should be of interest, at least to the other person):
Global (what’s happening in the region/world): topics that anyone can talk about such as weather, movies,
sports, regional event, etc.
Local (what’s happening in common around you): class, immediate event, music; involves something that’s
happening in common between two people in that setting
Personal (something of interest to the other person, preferably a shared interest): personal topics are often
discover in three general ways:
–
–
–

Observations (or previous interactions with the person)
Grapevine: information from others about that person
Research: such as social media (not to the point of stalking!)

Typically, start with local, and then move up or down:
– low responsiveness… go global
– high responsiveness… go personal
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3x3 Conversation Matrix:
Approach and deliver a reason for introduction, such as
the prepared topic and/or a “safe” compliment
3X3 Matrix:
– Q (Question):
Question the person about the topic of interest
Use open-ended questions (not yes/no questions) to promote discussion

– L (Listen):
Listen to response ACTIVELY
Pick up things about which you may share a comment

– S (Share):
Share something about what the person just said in a positive tone
Perhaps also share a relevant self-disclosure

Then, ask a related question to start the pattern again,
deferring to their topic of interest until they ask a
question in return
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3x3 Matrix:
Q
Q
Q

L
L
L

S
S
S

Go “horizontal” on the matrix, not “vertical”:
– All questions… can feel like grilling
– All listening… dead space when the other person stops talking
– All sharing… prevents others from talking, and they may want to escape!
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3x3 Matrix:
If they DO return a question:
–
–
–
–
–
–

50/50 conversation
Maintain 50% of communication
balance the amount of time you are sharing with the other person’s sharing
5-second scan
Look toward them 2 or 3 seconds out of 5
reverting back to a new 3 x 3 matrix when the conversation wanes, or choose to present the reason for ending
the conversation

If they DON’T return a question:
–
–
–
–

3 strikes and you’re out
Share the reason for ending, such as “I guess I should probably go and…”
Give them one last chance to ask a question or extend the conversation
If they choose not to ask a question, accept “3 strikes and you’re out“ and say something like “see you later”

Either way, be glad that you had a conversation that may enable a future conversation!
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3x3 Matrix:
Scoring Capital:
–
–
–
–
–

1 points: Make it through 3x3
2 points: They ask a question in return
3 points: 50/50 conversation
4 points: Multiple 50/50 conversations on different topics
5 points: “We should talk again” or “When should we get together?”
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Parting Notes:
Parents need to support, but allow their children the opportunity to fail
Transition planning: Having self-advocates included in IEP meeting isn’t
enough follow through
Services providers and parents need to collaborate with self-advocates
to increase independence
“Cut that cord” -Sam Huber
Encourage more executive functioning at earlier ages
Let students them make informed decisions
Time management should balance interaction between in-person (on
campus and beyond), and on the internet (discussion groups, gaming,
YouTube, etc.)
Disclosure and identifying on the spectrum needs to happen early
ADA versus IDEA

Questions?

Eric Mitchell, Ph.D.
ericmpsyc@yahoo.com
www.EricMitchellPhD.com
erm@ruttenberg.com
www.ruttenberg.com

Amy Edwards, Ed.D.
amy@Drexel.edu
215-571-4879
Drexel.edu/studentlife/dasp

Socializing can be stressful for some
Social anxiety
Bucket versus cup of social juice
Mindfulness
Noticing your body in the moment
Breathing techniques:

Relaxation:

–
–
–
–
–

Hand on stomach while breathing (diaphragm breathing)
4 x 4 x 4 x4 (Sharpshooter)
In fast, hold (Swimming)
In fast, out slow (Singing)
In 3, out 3 (Basketball foul shots)

Guided and self-guided imagery
Identify where your anxiety may be in your body… “poker tells”
– Consider sensory sensitivities and how you might adjust to maintain a baseline
– Rank your anxiety from 1-10
– Track anxiety changes across settings with and without sensory interventions
and/or relaxation strategies
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Trust:

Trust is a foundation of social connections
Trust is a two-way street
Trust is not absolute
Trust changes over context, time, and experience
Ranking yourself and others based on percentage of trust:
– Start folks somewhere in the middle around 50%
– Adjust from there based on how things go
– If you start from well below 50%… closed… shuts off opportunities before they
start
– If you start from well above 50%… open… may leave you too
vulnerable/disappointed
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NTs and
Aspies/Auties

What Is NT?
Neurotypical syndrome is a neurobiological disorder characterized by preoccupation with
social concerns, delusions of superiority, and obsession with conformity. Neurotypical
individuals often assume that their experience of the world is either the only one, or the
only correct one. NTs find it difficult to be alone. NTs are often intolerant of seemingly
minor differences in others. When in groups NTs are socially and behaviorally rigid, and
frequently insist upon the performance of dysfunctional, destructive, and even impossible
rituals as a way of maintaining group identity. NTs find it difficult to communicate directly,
and have a much higher incidence of lying as compared to persons on the autistic
spectrum. NT is believed to be genetic in origin. Autopsies have shown the brain of the
neurotypical is typically smaller than that of an autistic individual and may have
overdeveloped areas related to social behavior.
* The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Normal Disorders: 666.00 Neurotypic Disorder
How Common Is It?
Tragically, as many as 9625 out of every 10,000 individuals may be neurotypical.
Are There Any Treatments For NT?
There is no known cure for Neurotypical Syndrome.
-http://isnt.autistics.org/

Matt
Friedman
www.dudeimanaspie.com

My name is Matt and I have Asperger’s
syndrome. What’s that mean, you ask?
Well, you’re in luck, cause I’ve made this
helpful guide!

Asperger’s is part of the autism spectrum. It has
many characteristics, but generally we have
difficulty knowing what someone is thinking,
explaining our thoughts verbally, and interacting
socially with our peers. It is sometimes
described as having “a dash of autism.”

Strengths and ASD pride

NPR: Sophie and Ben; superpowers and game design:

ASD and Culture
Is ASD a:
A. Disorder?
B. Syndrome?
C. Condition?
D. Deficiency?
E. Difference?

•Rac-ism
•Sex-ism
•Aut-ism?

Mitchell’s Cyclical/ Contextual
Model of Cultural Competence
Copyright, 1999, Eric R. Mitchell, PhD, all rights reserved
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Neurodiverse identity
10-year-old boy: “My experience is that I have been
through things in my life. I went through changing three
schools and that was hard. I sat through misleadingly
depressing things, and that caused anxiety like a horrible
hospital I went to. I am I also am autistic which means
that my brain works differently. In a place full of people
who are neurotypical (people with regular brain waves), it
is like being in a different country, but the world is the
country. So if you were to go to China blindly, you would
have no idea what to do. Same with me but the world is
China, and me and around 1,000,000 other people have to
deal with that. Another part of being autistic is that no
other autistic person will have all of the same symptoms.
We will always have at least one or two different
symptoms. So I always know that no one will go through
practically the same things, which makes me feel alone.”

Jacob Barnett, in the footsteps
of Newton and Einstein:

PBS Neurotypical documentary:

Eustacia Cutler, identity:

Faith Jegede, brothers:

Peter Doehring and Margot:

Neurodiversity
and speaking for
those who can’t
Ari Ne-eman
– ASAN and Disabilities Council
– “Autistic brothers and sisters”

Peter Doehring
Rosie King

Rosie King:

Nonverbal with a Voice
Assistive Technology
Wretches and Jabberers
Visual/spatial
Gordy Baylinson:

Nonverbal with a Voice
Amanda Baggs
• Self-advocacy via internet
• Higher level of interaction with entire environment
• People may be seen as objects, but not necessarily less
important as entire environment becomes important
• Blogging and social networking
• Second Life and virtual platforms
Carly Fleischmann
• “Technology has allowed me to communicate, learn social
skills, implement relaxing techniques and played a crucial
part in helping me how to spell. To me, technology is the
key to unlocking autism.”
• Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and blogging
• Channing Tatum interview; Steven Colbert & Jon Stewart

Amanda Baggs, self-advocate:

Carly on panel about technology
and autism with John Kerry:

Identity development
is cyclical and a
lifelong process

Scottish singing sensation Susan Boyle
misdiagnosed after complications at
birth
Now identifies with ASD/Asperger’s
Britain's Got Talent in 2009
bestselling British female artists
Received diagnosis in 2012, but kept it
a secret for a year
"It was the wrong diagnosis when I was
a kid. I was told I had brain damage. I
always knew it was an unfair label. Now
I have a clearer understanding of what's
wrong and I feel relieved and a bit more
relaxed about myself."

Social
Skills

Moving food:

 Speech services
 Occupational services
 Scripting
 Rehearsal
 Confederates
 Social Stories
 Shadowing

Parenthood, BSC: Shadowing

Social observations:

The
Friendship
Algorithm

Dating & ASD

BBT, Kiss Experiment:

Loving Lampposts, Stephen Shore:

 Stephen Shore’s “sleepover”
 Temple Grandin’s asexuality?


“I have been reasonably happy

even though I am totally
celibate...My lifestyle is not for
everyone with Asperger's. It was
easier for me because the brain
circuits that made my friend
Carol swoon over the Beatles
are just not hooked up in me.”

 Pitfalls and dangers

BBT, Child bearing:

ABC, ASD Love Story:

Sex education
Clear and concrete guidelines
Social taboo versus reality
Autism in Love
Masturbation
– Step-by-step instruction (Finger Tips, Hand Made Love)
– Time and place
Carly Fleischmann interviews Channing Tatum:
– Social stories

Isabel Henault
Zosia Zaks
Nancy Nowell
Risk versus Rights
Vulnerability and consent

McHenry and Moog
Breathing
– Imagining falling snow and other
imagery while breathing

Anxiety reduction
– practice being still
– press the pause button
– Take a walk, and press pause again to
take some deep breaths

Attention
– Spotlight attention: Studying the palm
of your own hand
– Floodlight attention: Walk from room to
room and notice as much as you can
– Move from pixels to pictures,
expanding focus

Grounding
– Stand and notice gravity
– Sun breathing: Lay down and notice
the sunshine or lights with your eyes
closed while breathing

McHenry and Moog, cont.
Thoughts and feelings for
independence
– Notice what's going on in your body
– Work from one end of your body to the
other
– (Bubbles and oxygen exercise,
Mitchell)
– Making faces in the mirror for different
feelings
– Notice how different feelings make your
body feel
– Use your emotions to imagine being an
animal, such as:
a scavenging bird when frustrated
a puppy waiting at the door when sad
a kitten playing when happy

Managing anger
– Step 1: learn the warning signs, such
as breathing, clenching teeth, tight
muscles, etc.
– Step 2: decide not to have a meltdown,
Just breathe, don't speak, and walk
away
– Step 3: choosing to distracting activity
such as pacing, listening to music,
punching a pillow, music, etc.

Connecting with others (Be a social
observer, like Jane Goodall with apes)

McHenry
and Moog,
cont.

– Observe what's happening around you
– Imagine yourself connecting with
others, step-by-step
– Think about how the movements of
others remind you of certain animals
– Check different places in your body for
attention
– If you are annoyed/agitated, state the
problem and suggest a solution while
saying thank you in advance
– Focus on positive things around you
that you like
– Design a positive channel that includes
your special interests to think about,
like changing the TV channel with a
remote control if you are feeling
negative

Making friends
– Say kind things to yourself like
"may I be calm” or “may I be
comfortable with others”
– Say something kind to others
like “I hope that you…”
– Give safe compliments
– Imagining and practicing
kindness makes it easier to be
friendly

Sensory integration and mindfulness
White noise and autistic programmers
Lighting
Tactile
Zones
Proximity
Oral
Clothing
Aromas

